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We’re past Fall Brawl and the big story is Booker getting the World Title
back. It’s pretty clear that Scott Steiner is the next big challenger
after his big win over Goldberg in one of WCW’s better matches of the
year. The sad part is the match wasn’t even that great but WCW has gone
so far down hill in match quality that it’s the best they can do. Let’s
get to it.

Opening sequence.

Rey Mysterio/Tygress vs. Natural Born Thrillers

That would be Jindrak/O’Haire/Palumbo/Stasiak (on commentary)/Sanders and
this is still under elimination rules as we’re continuing last night’s
match where it left off. Mysterio kicks Jindrak down to start but Mark
grabs a fireman’s carry neckbreaker before bringing in O’Haire for a
sitout powerbomb. For some reason Mark feels the need to hold Rey down
for the Seanton Bomb, which hits Jindrak by mistake. That sets up a
double pin with Tygress pinning Jindrak and Rey pinning O’Haire at the
same time.

Stasiak pops up off commentary and crotches Rey so Palumbo can jump on
his back. Palumbo plants Rey with a lifting sitout Pedigree (nice move
actually) as Kwee Wee comes out and hits Stasiak with a chair, allowing
Tygress to pin Stasiak at the same time Palumbo pins Rey. Geez people
stop with the double pins. Why would the referee even count those things?
So it’s Palumbo/Sanders vs. Tygress so it should be interesting to see
how lame they can make the Thrillers look here.

The referee shoves Palumbo into a rollup for the pin so it’s one on one.
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Sanders slowly takes his shirt off so Tygress grabs a sleeper, only to
get snapmared down. Rey springboards back in with a dropkick to set up a
Stuff Buster (X-Factor with a lot of gyrations) for the final pin (with
more gyrations).

Rating: F. What the heck was that? You just had Tygress and Rey Mysterio
pin the Natural Born Thrillers in five minutes for the sake of what? A
storyline that involves Paul Orndorff who wasn’t actually in the arena
that night? That’s their best idea? Tygress gets some pins, Rey gets some
pins, and the Thrillers look like bigger goofs than usual? So much for
whatever momentum this company had from last night.

Kevin Nash is sitting in the back and says the Thrillers need a coach. Of
course he has nothing to say about losing the title last night because,
as we’ve established over the years, the World Title means nothing to
Kevin Nash.

Post break, Nash has apparently been accepted as the Thrillers’ coach.
His game plan for the night winds up spelling out YOU SUCK.

Stills of Booker winning the title and Steiner vs. Goldberg from last
night.

We go to the back for Goldberg’s entrance but it’s Vince Russo instead
because of course it is. Yeah it’s not Steiner getting this entrance but
Russo, because he’s the real winner you see. Russo gets lost in the back
because his sense of direction is overshadowed by his MANLINESS. We get a
MANLY walk down the aisle as Russo does Goldberg’s poses before pulling
out a registered letter. The letter, addressed to Mr. Russo your honor
SIR, is from Goldberg which says he’s unworthy of working for someone
like Vince Russo.

Goldberg has failed the fans over and over and is clearly a total
disgrace and loser, so therefore he resigns from WCW. On top of that, all
the children should be looking up to Russo, just like Goldberg is now.
Russo finally calls out Steiner and praises him for getting rid of
Goldberg once and for all.

Steiner rants about how awesome he is and how he won the battle of the



monsters last night. All he wanted to do was beat Goldberg up so he owes
the fans an apology for ruining his career. This draws a GOLDBERG SUCKS
chant but Steiner cuts it off by saying he wants the World Title.
Therefore, next week, he’s guaranteeing that he’s the next World
Champion. It doesn’t matter who wins tonight because he’ll beat Sting or
Booker for the title. Russo doesn’t think so but here’s Jeff Jarrett
before he can elaborate.

Sting didn’t beat him on Thunder so Jarrett deserves the title shot.
Before that goes anywhere, Russo cuts them off because HE is the boss
with all the power around here. Now it’s Nash coming out to say that he
should have the first title shot and the fans seem pleased. For some
reason this means a tag match with the winner getting a title shot next
week. It’s going to be Steiner/Jarrett vs. Nash/…..Russo, who has wanted
to be WCW World Champion his whole life, because he deserves to be
champion. The shocked look on Nash’s face makes me want a Super Shredder
spinoff movie.

Post break Steiner and Jarrett say this can’t happen. Wouldn’t they want
this to happen?

Torrie Wilson/Shane Douglas vs. Kwee Wee/Paisley

This is the result of an open challenge from Shane. Allegedly this is a
mixed tag but for some reason only Paisley is on the apron. Kwee Wee gets
two off an early clothesline as Torrie (in a racecar themed outfit for
some reason) jumps up to the apron, only to get kissed by her non-
partner. Shane grabs the Franchiser for two because Paisley wants to
fight Torrie. Instead Shane fakes a tag to Torrie and Franchises Paisley
for the pin with a five count for no logical reason.

Post break, Russo is telling Nash his plan (it involves getting heat and
a hot tag) but Nash gets the chalk and writes BITE ME.

Booker and Sting get in a fight in the back before their match tonight.

Disqo is in Cat’s office….and he has a duck. Apparently Disqo thinks Cat
sucks as Commissioner and wants his job. Cat: “YOU’RE RUNNING AROUND WITH
A BLOW UP GOOSE!” A match is made for Disqo getting to be Commissioner



for a day, but if he loses then Rey and Juvy are stripped of the Tag Team
Titles.

Disqo vs. The Cat

Before I can retype the stipulations, Cat kicks him in the face for the
pin, meaning Rey and Juvy lose the titles.

The Animals run Disqo off.

Nash says he’s out of the tag match so Steiner and Jarrett can work it
out themselves.

Disqo bails.

We see Mike Tenay’s interview with David Flair where Flair beats up the
mailman.

MI Smooth is in the ring and calls out David for a chat. Apparently
Smooth knows something about the father of the baby if the price is
right. This brings out David with a crowbar but Smooth calms him down.
Smooth has a video tape that shows who the father is. David pays but
beats Smooth down with the crowbar instead.

Russo suggests Kronik for the tag match but gets yelled at for his
efforts.

David makes a guy play the tape because he can’t go buy a VCR.

Terry Taylor sends Mike Sanders to see Russo, who sends Sanders to take a
tape to Kronik.

WCW World Title: Booker T. vs. Sting

Booker is defending but Sting drives him into the corner to start. A
clothesline puts the champ down, only to have him pop up with a side
kick. The Death Drop is countered into a Bookend attempt but Sting
reverses into a Fujiwara Armbar of all things. The Deathlock is loaded up
but here’s Jarrett for the DQ because of course it’s Jarrett.

Steiner comes in to help with the beatdown, including a guitar shot to



Sting. The heels put on matching submission holds.

Sanders gives Kronik the tape. That would be the audio tape because there
are two tapes running around at the moment.

Jimmy Hart tells David that there’s a VCR in Smooth’s limo. That earns
him another beating.

Kronik has heard the tape and freaks out because it was Jarrett and
Steiner insulting them earlier. Russo makes a match for later.

Here’s Team Canada with Storm bragging about last night’s success before
introducing Jim Duggan as the newest member. Duggan has cut his hair and
shaved his face, making him look almost unrecognizable. He’s tired of
fighting for a country that takes him for granted and treats him like
garbage. When he fought Goldberg and was taken away in an ambulance, all
he heard was a GOLDBERG chant. Now it’s all about Jim Duggan (or Dude
Love, as this is the same promo that he used to turn heel after
Wrestlemania XVI). Cue the Misfits and it’s time for a six man.

Misfits in Action vs. Team Canada

The Misfits, heels here, clear the ring to start as the fans tell them
that they suck. Loco sends Rection into the corner for a splash to
Skipper, followed by a running clothesline from Cajun. Storm comes in for
some misdirection, allowing the tag off to Duggan. The retired guy that
is. A-Wall chokeslams Skipper through the table as Rection comes in to
clean house. Everything breaks down and Duggan hits Rection with the
board (fine with the referee) for the pin.

Rating: D+. The wrestling wasn’t bad actually and the story is there, but
the problem lies in the main character. Who in the world wants to see Jim
Duggan as anything more than a comedy goof, let alone as one of the more
important heels in the midcard? It’s a decent enough story, but not with
Duggan involved.

Post match Duggan hits Rection in the knee with the board.

Steiner and Jarrett yell at Russo.



Mike Awesome and Gary Coleman arrive with Gary freaking out over getting
beaten down last night. Why did he ride with Awesome then? Vampiro and
the Clowns approach the empty bus.

Kronik vs. Jeff Jarrett/Scott Steiner

Never mind of course as Nash and the Thrillers come out first with the
former insulting Kronik. Sanders and Johnny are chosen to go out and beat
up Kronik with predictable results. More Thrillers come out until it’s
just O’Haire and Jindrak remaining for what could be an interesting
match. Naturally that doesn’t happen as Steiner and Jarrett come in with
a pipe, followed by the Stroke for the pin.

Russo goes to someone’s dressing room.

Vampiro and the Clowns have spray painted the bus.

Russo comes in to see Sting (thank goodness there was a camera in there
already) and asks him to be the partner tonight. Apparently people have
been saying Sting doesn’t have it anymore so it’s SHOWTIME FOLKS.

There’s going to be a swimsuit contest next week to crown Miss WCW.
Howard Stern’s Wack Pack will be the judges. You can see it coming from
here.

Mike Awesome comes out to rant about Vampiro and the Clowns making it
very hard for him to be happy. Therefore, he wants a hardcore match with
Vampiro RIGHT NOW.

Vampiro vs. Mike Awesome

Vampiro pounds away with the kendo stick to start but Awesome sends him
to the floor for the big dive. They head into the crowd with Vampiro
diving off a wall, drawing a badly censored chant. Back to ringside for
some cookie sheets, which Tony thinks is worse because it’s industrial
size. Vampiro’s superplex is broken up and Awesome scores with a top rope
clothesline, only to get hit in the head with a trashcan. An Awesome Bomb
through at able at ringside puts Vampiro away.

Rating: D+. Decent hardcore brawl here but it’s more sad than anything



else. Awesome is far better than this due to athleticism alone but he’s
stuck in some humorous gimmick, which likely exists for the sake of
giving the writers something to laugh at. Oh and why is there a Hardcore
Champion if we’re having hardcore matches like this with the title never
being mentioned?

Booker goes in to see Russo, which freaks the boss out.

David has seen the tape and storms off to find Stacy.

Sting/Vince Russo vs. Jeff Jarrett/Scott Steiner

Booker comes out instead of Russo, giving us something like the fourth
different combination for this match. Whoever gets the fall gets the
title shot next week, so I’m assuming Booker is off next week if he gets
the pin. It’s a brawl to start with Sting getting two off a top rope
splash.

There’s the Deathlock on Jarrett but Midajah hits Booker with the pipe.
Cue Miss Jones to pull Midajah out and slam her as a tag match breaks
out. It’s Booker playing Ricky Morton for a bit and it’s Jeff slapping on
a sleeper. Booker finally fights up with a suplex to break things up,
allowing the hot tag to Sting. Normally that wouldn’t make sense but
Booker really doesn’t have anything to lose here.

Everything breaks down again and cue Kronik to go after Jarrett. Steiner
kicks Booker low and puts on the Recliner but here comes Russo, looking
like he’s been destroyed. Scott goes after Russo, allowing Booker to hit
Steiner in the face with the bat. Booker puts Russo on top of Steiner for
the pin and the title shot as the rules of this match are thrown out even
further.

Rating: D. As usual, this could have been a nice tag match had they
actually let us see a tag match but instead it was a big mess with so
many storylines going on at once that it was hard to keep track of. The
problem boils down to the fact that you could have the same match without
Kronik but they’re thrown in there just because. When something can be
taken away with no changes to the story, it’s unnecessary.



Overall Rating: F+. This was one of your run of the mill Russo shows with
a lack of character motivation (Nash not seeming interested in wanting
the title back), WAY too much Russo and a main event that kept changing
over and over. It’s really not much of a draw to tell me to keep watching
so I can find out who is teaming with Vince Russo in a match where he
might become #1 contender for a match next week. There wasn’t a lot of
wrestling here either, which would have cut down on the need for all the
backstage stuff, though again that’s standard Russo. Not a good show here
but it’s only going to get worse.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume IV at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01AXP08DK

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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